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MILA.R•IRIC MONOPULSE RADAR SCATTERING

DC") MEASUREME'KTS OF TARGE'r AT 95 GHz
R. J. Wellman, b. Nemarce, H. Dropkin

F LFCTF 0D. R. Hutchlins J. L. Silvious, an D.A. Wikner
APR15 19'ar 92-09684to in US Army U 1,oratory Command

Q AdelpN, MD 20783-1197, USA illl][11ll~iCC
I Summary 2. Descriptlon of the Radar System

0 This paper describes a 95-GHz polanmet- The radar described in this paper was
ric rnfnopuise instrumentation radar and designed for obtaining 95-GHz target signature
selected scattering measurement results for an data of ground-bas gets with the radar
armored vehicle. The radar Is all-solid-state, located on a tower and with computer-controlled
coherent, frequency steppable over a 640-MHz operation from a remote ground station. Fig. 1
bandwidth, and completely polarilmetric for line- showc the radar head and pedestal. A video
arly or circularly polarized radiation. Details of camera that is boresighted with the radar and a
the methods used tu perform the amplitude and metallic cover for the system are not shown in
phase calibrations and the effectiveness of the photograph to allow a view of the radar hard-
polarization distortion matrix corrections are ware. The radar head is covered during opera-
Included In the paper. Measurements made with tion, if needed, to allow it to be air-cond .ioned
the radar of various vehicles on a turntable have for temperature oontrcl. Data reow-ding and
alloweJ quasi-three-dimensional polarimetric control of the tower-mounted radar are per-
ISAR Images of the targets to be generated. formed at a ground station located in an 11 -m-
Sample images for an [nfantry combat vehicle long semi-trailer. Dnta from the target platform
are presented together with high-resolution also are recordod at that location.
range profiles of the target for all monopuIse
channels. The basic characteristics of the radar are

summarized in Table 1. The radar is a com-
pletely .olanmetric two-coordinate amplitude-

1. kIntroduction comparison monopulse system. It is a coherent,
pulsed radar that operates in a

Sensor systems operating at about 95 frequency-steippd mode between 95.00 and
GHz are being investigated for use in smart 95.64 GHz. The frequency-step size can be
munitions designed to defeat armored vehicles- selected to be 1, 2, 5, 10, or 20 MHz, and the
Specific radar scattering properties of these tar- radar pulse repetition frequency (PRF) is also"gets frequently are required for evaluating the selectable to be 1, 2, 5, or 10 kHz. The system
iemormance of a sensor system. In this paper a was operated with 64 1 0-MHz steps and a trans-
95-GHz polarimetric monopulse instrumentation mit PRF of 10 kHz for the measurements
radar Is described that is capable of acquiring reported here. The peak power of the
the required target signature data. all-solid-state transmitter Is 45 W. the pulse

width is 100 ns, and there is one adjustable
Measurements have been made for say- range gate.

otd vehicles with the radar located on the US
Army Missile Command (MICOM) 100-m tower Either circular" or linearly polarized radi-
at Redstone Arsenal, AL, and the target ation can be transmitted by the radar according
mounterJ on a tiltable turntable. Data were col- to whiclh mode of operation is selected. For
lected for various radar depression angles and example, one pulse with either right-hand circu-
target azimuth angles to allow computation of lar polarization (RHCP) or left-hand circular
rader cross section (RCS) polar plots, high- polarizaton (LHCP) may be transr;itted and
resolutn range (HRR) p•rofles for the two-angle both senses of polarization can be received.
monopulse sum and difference chan~iels, and The polarization of succeeding pulses may be
Inverse synthetic aperture (ISAR) Images for the right- or left-circular depending on the transmit
monopulse channels, format selected. A similar mode of operation is

possible with horizontal (H) and vertical (V)
Secton 2 of this report describes the polarization.

basic characteristics of the radar and Section 3
contains a discussion of the procedures used for The radar has a lens antenna that can be
calibration of the radar. Some sample target easily removed and replaced with another hay-
signatures obtained for an Infantry combat ing a different diameter. For a specific measure-
vehile are given In Section 4 to demonstrate ment scenario a lens with a diameter between
fte radars capabieries. Conclusions reached 3.8 and 15.2 cm may be selected from six
regarding the radar system, the calibration pro- available lenses. The one-way 3-dB beam-
cedures, and the scattering measurements are widths of these lenses range between about 1.5
contained In Seto and 5.2 deg.

A sinpiffled schematic diagram of the
radar circuit is shown in ft. 2. It is sen i the
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figure that the transmir, ar oJpu.t is routed via the radar was tsken to the field measur6ment site at
switchaNe circulator into eithb,' the H-channel or Redstone Arsenal, and a series of pre-
the V-c6iannel monopulse comparator and then measurement checks and calibrations were
tO the lens via a multi-mode ieed honm. A wire- done at the field test site. Only the basic
grid dlpsxe. is placed bet .eY.en ýhe '0e0, horns features of these checks and calibrations are
and the lens for proer routing cf the ar'iation. given here since many are well-known proed,'-
The cuarter wave-plate (QWi ) between the reS.2 These Include taking proper acount cf
dipl.exir and the lens may be aligned t- maiotain gain imbalances in I/Q detectors and nonli.iear
the orlglr.a' Incident linear polarization, or it may responses in detectors and amplifiers.
be rotated tL convert the radiation of one than
nel to RHCP and the other tc LHCP. If tha QWP The radar calibrations at the field moa-
Is orlentbd for the linear polarization mode, the surement site were performed using the reflec-
vertical and horizontal componcrnt3 of reflcted trrs listed in the calibration target array of Table
radiation are diplexed into the V- and H- crannel 2. The range of each reflector to the radar and
comparators, respectively, and the resulting its RCS were chosen so that the signal levels
sum, elevation difference, and azimuth differ- from reflectors 1, 2, and 4 were approximatel,,
en,'e signal may be datected for each polariza- equal and in the linear range of the receive,ý,
lon. If the QWP is ohented for the circular (about 6 dB below A/D saturation). The log
polarizatior mode, the sum and difference receivers were calibrated using reflectors 2 and
signals for the RHCP and LHCP components ot 4. Reflector 3 was used for calibrating the rela-
the reflected radiation are similarly detected tive polarimetric phase channel and for deter-

mining a sign in the polarization distortion matrix
The oscillator sojrce fur the six sur, a.,d (PDM) calibration described below.

difference channel mixers is frequency stepped
synchronously with the transmitter source and The dynamic range of the system was
maititains a constant offset cf 3 GHz. more than adequate to insure that the maximum

signal levels from the target were below the
The radar Data Acquisition System (CAS) saturation level of the detectors and the amplifi-

has six I/O detectors fcr the monopulse 3uni and ers were well above the noise level of the sys-
difference signals. The relative phase of the two t9i.1 The dynamic range was about 66 dB for
sum channels and their lop amplitudes also are the linear channels and about 72 dB for the log
peocessed in the DAS. For each transmitted channels. Stability checks were made periodi-
pulse the signals received in each of the 16 cally, and corrections were made for the minimal
channels are sampled, multiplexed, and digitized drifts that were observed.
by two 12-bit AID's. The multiplexed data are
transmitted from the radar via a fiber-optic data Transfer curves for the log receiver in each
link to the remote computer control/recording sum channel were generated in the laboratory
sysem. The latter is a PC that includes an using a 3-GHz source to simulate the IF signal
80386 20-MHz processor, 4 Mbytes of memory from the sum channel mixer and with a precision
and two 300-Mbyte disc drives. Data are attenuator to vary the sinal level. The ampli-
archived on 150-Mbyte, streaming 112.5-Kbytes tude calibrations at the field site were performed
cassette tapes. Although the custom interface by boresighting the radar on the appropriate
to the radar DAS has a 240-Kbyte/s capability, comer reflector and varying the precision attenu-
the limit on the recording rate reduces the maxi- ator to simulate the expected range of signal
mum data rate to 120 KbyteG/s. levels for the target. These measurements were

used to verify the transfer curves measured in
The rada& is mounted on a pedestal that the lab. Absolute calibration of the amplitude for

can be computer controlled locally or from a each polarization channel was determined using
remote station to scan the radar or to orient it to the signal level corresponding to the known RCS
a fixed position. The pedestal is an elevation- of the reflector, the transfer curve for that chan-
over-azimuth type with 0.01-deg pointing aciJ. net, and the ratio of the radar range to that
racy. It has scanning rates that can be selecled reflector and the range to the target to be
to be between 0.1 and 10 deg/s. measured.

As indicated above, a video camera is The relative polarirmetric phase channel
mounted on the radar head, and it can be bore- initialy was calibrated in the laboratory and a
sighted with the radar to video record the ta-get reference look-up table was generated. This

h signature is being measured. table related tht phase angle of the signal into
the 1/0 detector to that at its oulpul A gridded
iriheral wa.s used at the field site as the refer-

3. Radar Calibration Procedures once reflector, and the phase difference
between the coherent sum channeis was

The radar calibration procedure is very measured. These values then were used to
complicated duc to the number and types o determine their relationship to the phase angle
data channels. The procedure can be broken up values in the reference *able for each of the
into three distinct sections: the amplitude call- coherent sum channels. A correction table was
bratlon for the log receiver in the sum-channels, generated from this measurement as a functiont
the sum-channel relative polasln'etric pha!e of frequency so that the actual polarimetric
calibraton, and coherent sum ana difference piases could be computed directly from the
channels calibration. Some preit-ni•ay calibra- measured values for each frequency The pola-
tions were done In the laboratory before the rlmetnc phase calibration was chocked using the



""ade trihedra byM's cooarn theookz
differilenes betweenRHVCP and L -FCP signals ~ r eitos(US o h o~ie

amereces btwee indicate the degree of amplitude stablihyfrbthesenvases agre to wmithin polarizations. of V/tSstem.
Thes vauesagre t wihin±3 dog overall.

The off"s of iprtedv~i, Cro-nwss u~n pol -9 thr should hav. been o r ow
Isolation Inthe radar can be flgt ed so polaWzation. The smalvalue$sofeAgandu,.

VePOM Calibration technique. This calibration hw iTbe3aebe1idt eu'fo
mewlo is Intended to remove the raddr syStem shovn Ion Tabnomlet3a e ce e oresul fo m ~ato

paaeesfrom the data so that the tar"e catellatIon bythe ýPM c&hllbrastion, slightpolarization sratterlng matrix can be determine Mrp~eto~nte caligrto agtsuiu
without degradation due to the system. It ca.n be returns from Mherelcoposndsdoe
Used for both linear and circular polarization by Clutter. The total =forall ofthese 'pos'sibe'efects
maidn measurements of the four reflectors If SeeN to beat least: 35 dB be'low the copola-

nATable 2. For this report, the PDM rized reletOn for all poarizaion after the POMCalibration technique was Carried out for circular calibration.
Polarzation. The Calibration method for the
ooherent receivers is shown In block form in Fig. Terslso h hs esrmnso

3. thMe various reflector after the POM and other
For aliratm prpoes,2( raps f cbratons are Indicated In Table 4. The table

Foare calkrain purps, 200aamp of th oreelcors9 the corrected plASes and their RMS's at
dahe re take forp c hnit of t4hefurflcos 05.3 GHz. As shown, the measured phase'

whee rmp oniss o 8 fequency-stepped have an RMS deviaton qf about ±3 dog.
Puses transumited with RHCP and 64 pulses Anothoer measure of fth phase performance of

s~nmiited with LHCP. The sum channel I/O te tdyt lsonIal .Ti
'orrectOns were generated by characterizng thcalblaed gvsysthem averonnabe difrec T hisc
each 1/0 detector at four signal levels for every tblegiesten ad eragen dfrequ ven Iosnd thae
22.5 dogchangeIn input phiase from oto 360 we daen n h
dog Tis I/0 correction reduced the arlplhLud. phase difference foAn= ariua mid-band fre-

vraindue to VO errors to 40 dB below the C ency pair. The RMS deviations also are
average signal level and the maximum phase inlencd. ult fHR rflsadIA
correction was 3 dog. The PDM calibration is lmaeb tasnca the phaserrors arel

plied tothe coherent sum channels only. The sImagen$ac, b t 8 e caedlttd o the phaserors ise
KD correction parameters are calculated for sual.hI thact, an e l*IRp ilet of atsnge reflecto
each frequenicy and for each polarization, an susin tat sing prfle rm of dt n a sin poin r FF7co
then they are applied to the data to obtain the usingaaesinthe raprOcesstaing side obe levls
Calibrated amplitudes and phases. apoce h rcsigsdlb ees

The iffrenc (o deta) hmnls ae cll- A method was devised for remnoving the
Thedb dikfferene (atoro h delta) channels areCI cl- eftsOf s"ai motios of the radar platform

brte bym thangntel sigatl ltevdelta can nelhe while measurements of a target were being Per-
.i sMe c et hannel s phal sevsan th omen - formed. The motion compensation is done by

a W m sribongI the sumt channel phsetuce- tracking the Phase of a fixed corner reflector set
atote oP nan pase variations ntesmcanlde UP aa from the tage and with Its return
etweeth and crto an=hs a~ain ekdin One differenIce Channel. An FF7 of abetwen um nd ifference channels3 Versus snlrapof data is performed and the phasefrequency. =,,,h peeksign~al from the reference reflector is

ThePOMcafbralo tehniue escib d etrind Each raMP Of target data Is then
ThePDMcalbraio tehniue esmed adjusted for thes phase variation ithe reference

abmprovead the cross-polarization isolation
of the system to about 35 dB. Table 3 shows a amfco rm apt up.

comeusonf hefrequency-averaged RCS Antenna radiation Patterns were obtainedwepit;e fr two reference reflectors afterpe- a the test: site using the various reflectors. The
binhig the other calibrations and =p~ngmhe approximate two-way sum channe bearnwldthPIDM calibration to the linea sum anwne . The to M 5-.n Wis s for Mhe tuwnmeas'ure-
RCWs in dftm were used to Compute toe aver- mntreoedhewa3de.evl

ages he RS aml~tues reresetingthe ere difficult to detrmnew dieb the trees in the
varionis tra wnvtedftceled p, 0,Ola0,,zaton areabuthinpretest measrementsone-way

cow~iatonswe , e. ok. ad a, were entnna pattern s-1adebs averaged weillbelow
the betscriapt is the polaization of the trans-. 20 dS from th Labomrboy measuremenits

11b radiation anid the second is the polarize d the cross =7 olatio a ( the arien-
illn of the recelvý,d radiation. The data for the rmS showed that on average the isolati was

fgchannel hridicates the cross-poasrization more than 25 dB one way. The responses of
oonlevels without compensation. The 910 mono0PUIee difeenc channels were can

epVemeW" In the cross-polarization isolation brated bY scannf Mie radar across the appro..
US~IPDM calibration tecnkiqu s between prilae reflector. The relativ phase ofth

"W dbut this was Uite dbythe Influ- differenc chWNWe w~ll respect: to thato thMe
encefactteere Iteatennaadeloes sum channel was caliratd b cann t

IVe agreemen betee the lo ne n h eOf th reflebr and estobl~sing a loo-Wi
line chotel mpliudesfor le isfOr Setti this relatv phase to be 0 dog at

01441reletos s oot.The smel root-mea- each of the system freqenL% es Laoraboy
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measurements of the monopulse null dipths steps of 10 MHz each. Each data buffer
showed that they iveraGeu :'t least 25 da below includes thI signaJ returns far 128 transmitted
the sum peak. The radar nononulse boresight pulses where the transmit polarization was
angle was determiriod for each poian'ation switched every pulse and the frequency was
channi using the c-poropr•ite reflloor. Th-) stpipped every other pulse. The basic data were
boresights were found to vary slig,.tfy, wit i ms ,  Lkei at a 10-KHz PRF but only every otiier data
of the variations being in tie azimuth de'ta chan- buffer *as recorded due to recording system
nets. The overai b resigh. anCle differ6, ce for limitations. The target rotates 0.006 dog during
thN AR and RL c&annels, for eyarrple, w,as one oata buffer. ThA target data are accumu-
aboit 0.3 'tea. wi'n rnrvt of the difference being lated for 370 aeg of rotation of the turntable so
in azimuth. The oodcal toresight on the ,.,ieo that there is soma overlap in the data. The
camera was set to roincide with the LP, radar turntable position Is recorded along with the data
boresight for field mea3urements ana is inserted into th co-boresghted video

camera data stream. A typical 1 2-min dat3 file
contains 85 Mbytes of data before calibration.4. Target Signature Measurements After calibration the data can b3 processed fur-

Target sigatures were mea 3ured at the ther and used for various purposes.

US Army MICOM Target and Seeker Measure- Measurements were made on various
meat Facility which includes a stable thwer and armored vehicles, including the Soviet BMP
a seif-propelled mobile tumtable. The tower has infantry combat vehicle shown in Fig. 4. Polar
a 9x5 m laboratory at a height of S1 m and a 3x2 plots of the polarimetric RCS's for the EMP and
m Laboratory elevator that can be stopped at var- wth the radar at a 45-dog depression angle are
lOus heights. The measuremernts reported hera presented in Fig. 5. The data were sampled
were made with the radar in tM6 tower elevatcr every 0.5 dog and averaged over 64 frequencies
about 61 m above ground level. The radar w-is to generate the plot. The RCS's in dBsm were
positioned in front of an openet eleý 3tor window used to compute the averages. It is apparent
to allow an unobstructed view of the target th't the RL and LR polar plots are almost identi-

cal, as they should be theoretically. The RR and
The target was mounted on the mobile LL pair are very similar, but there are some

turntable that was positioned about 115 m '-om small differences. Table 6 shows some compar-
the base of the tower. The turntable platform ison RCS statistics for the BMP vehicle at 30-,
can tilt up to 45 dog and rotate continuously 45- and 60-dog radar depression anglos. The
from 0 to 360 dog about an axis normal to the RCS data for target azimuth angles between 0
platform. The rotation rate is variable from 0.5 and 360 deg were averaged for each frequency.
to 2.5 deg/s. Quasi-continuous data on the turn- A'1 data points were used to obtain the average;
table tilt and azimuth angles were transmitted to that is, the average sample interval was 0.013
the radar ground station for recording. deg. The resulting single-frequency averages

then were averaged across the frequency band.
Efforts were made to shield the turntable Included with the bandwidth averages for com-

as much as possible to prevent spuriois reflec- panson is the azimuth-angle-averaged RCS at
tions. Standard US Army Diamond/Hexagon ore particular frequency (95.3 GHz).
Camouflage netting ýfor frenuencies up to about
,00 GHz) and radar-absorbing material were it is seen in Table 6 that the RMS devi-
used. Some measurements were made to ation f7r the single frequency average is much
determine the magnitude of any spunous reflec- larger than that for the bandwidth average of the
tions from the turntable or ground that affect the mean for each of the frequencies. An explana-
target signatures. The total returns from the ion of this result may be the following. The
screetir, rfets and from sidalobes were typically target can be vewed as a complex array of
-5 4.-'lbarass. Reflections f-m the turntable scatte ars that appears to be different to the
gene, 1 were -10 to -15 dBsI. The turntable radar after the target has rotated through a small
was lkeJ as far as possible Wom tress in the angle. When viewed at a single frequency the
arv m n significant pro "ni was encoun- various independent sets of scatterers interfere
tered duri the course of the measurements differently, and there is a relatively large stann-
due to rada scattering from trees. dari deviation from te mean FICS value. As

the frequency is changed each member of the
A meteorological station was not available independent set of scatterers also interferes dif-

athe site, but a statior .--as located at thi ferentfy, but there is a degrec of correlation
Redstone Arsenal base. Weather data were when the whole (0 to 360 deg) set of scatterers
obtained on a daily basis throughout the period is viewed at the different frequencies. Appar-
during which measurements were made. ently the 64 10-MHz frequency steps are suffi-

cden for the data to exhibit this correlation, and
The measurements of the target signa- the result Is the smaller RMS deviation in the

aures were made at various radar depression average of the mean for each of the frequencies.
'es. For each radar depression ange the
f waa boresighted on the center of rotation The calibrated monopulse sum and differ-

of the target. The turntable then was rotated at erce channel data can be used to generate
its P4owest rate (0.5 degis) while data were col- HHR proflles that dhspay both the RCS
lected with the radar fitted with the 5-cm lens. am"plltude and the elevation- and azimuth-angle
The radar was operated m the pulse-to-pulse errors for each range subc•• . These HRR pro-
polarization switching mode with 64 frequency Nls for the BMP ata 90-deg azimuth angle (left
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broadside) and a radar depression angle of 45 phise accuracy tr- ±4 dog across a 630-MHz fre-
deC are shown in Fig. 6. The profiles were quency band.
generated by doing a 64-point FFT on the cali-
brated sum and difference channel data. The Polarimetric mronopulse radar target signa-
difference channel angle errors were generated ture data fur a Soviet BMP infantry combat
using the calibrated ratios in the look-up tables vehicle wore prespnted to show the capabilities
derive6 from the monopulse response patterns. of the radar. The fully po!ai inetric RCS polar
The plots are for an average of 64 ramps of data !ot3 for the BMP showed biat the LR a-id RL
and In range resolution is 0.23 m. HRR pro- G 'CSsare virtuallv the same 'as they should be)
files shown In Flq. 6 are for the RR and LR and those for AR and LL are very similar.
polarizations. The LL and RL profiles are similar
to tho RR and LR plots, respectiely, and are not The ACS amplitude and the azimuth- and
presented here. elevation-angle-difference HRR profiles of the

target also were presented for RR and LR polar-Fig. 6 shows that the RCS profiles for the izations. It was Indicated that distirctive fea-
RR and LR polarizations have a similar extent in tures and differences in these protiles may be
range, but otherwise they are quite different, useful for classification, identification, and
The plots for the azimuth and elevation-angle tracking of a target in a MMW seeker applica-
differences show the angular location for the tion.
effective single scatterer in each range subcell,
and these values also are different for the copo- Standard ISAR imaging techniques were
larized and cross-polarized radar returns. This used to generate two-dimensional polarimetric
type of data may be quite useful for Images of the BMP target. These imagE 3 were
classfication, (dentification, and tracking of a tar- presented along with the corresponding polari-
get in a MMW polarimetric rnonopulse seeker metric ISAR images of the elevation angle diff er-
application. ences. It wcs pointed out that the

elevation-angle Information in the monopulse
The measurements also allowed the gen- channels provides a third dimension to the

eration of ISAR images of the target, and typical images which can be very useful for the genera-
ISAR Images of the BMP for AR and LR lion of point-scatterer models of a target.
polarization are shown in Fig. 7. The target
azimuth angle was 90 deg (left broadside) and In conclusion, the instrumentation radar
the radar depression angle was 45 deg. The left described in this report has been shown to be
side of the target is to the left in the images, and capable of providing target signature data of var-
the front of the target is at the top. The ISAR ious types that may prove useful for the eva!u-
Images were created by computing a two- ation of target detection, ciassification, and
dimensional FFT of 64 sets of frequency- Identification algorithms and for the generation
stepped data for the sum- and elevation-angle of target models.
channels. The total rotation of the target during
the data-tailing time for the ISAR images was
0.812 deg. The downrange resolution for the Acknowledgements
Images was 0.23 m and the cross-range reso-
lution was 0.15 m. The sum channel ISAR The work reported on here would nnt have
Image shows the RCS amplitude associated been possible without the encouragement and
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effective single scatterer associated with each staff members for their contributions to obtaining
resolution cell. It is evident that the monopulse the results presented here.elevation angfe data provides the third-
oordinate Information needed for construction
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Fg'uire 1. 95-GHz polar-metric monopulae radar.
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was 90 deg. (left broadside).
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TABLE 1. bASIC FEATURES OF THE RADAR SYSTEM

• Frequenc,-y: 95.0 GHz
- Two-coordinate amplitude-comparison monopulse
* Polarization agile: RHCP/LHCP or V/H (selectable)
- Coherent and wide bandwidth
- Fraquency steppable: 64 10-MHz steps
- Peak power: 45 W
- Pulse width: 100 ns
* Pulse repetition frequency: 10 kHz

- Antenna beamnwidth (one way): 1.5 to 5.2 deg (selectable)
- Receiver IF band.width: 30 MHz
- Receiver noise figure: 8 dB

* Dynamic range (amplitude): Ž 66 dB

- Data recording: 16 channels for each pulse

TABLE 2. REFLECTOFRS IN TARGET ARRAY USED FOR CALIBRATIONS

Reflector Range to
No. Reflector Type RCS(dBsm) Radar (m)

I Wihe'1 (,15) 20 99

2 Dihedral 23 119
3 Grldded trihedral 14 139
4 Tithedral 30 158

TABLE 3. FREQUENCY-AVERAGED RCS (dBsm) FOR CALIBRATION REFLECTORS

Reflector
Type Receiver CAL ou

Dihedral Linear 23.0±0.1 -15±2 -15±2 23.1 ±0.1

Log 23.0±0.1 -7±3 -7±4 23.1 ±0.1

Tnhedral Linear -6 ±4 30.0 ± 0.3 30.0 ± 0.3 -4 ± 4

Log -4±6 30.0±0.1 29.9t0.1 0±4
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TABLE 4. SINGLE-FREOUENCY PHASE (dog) FOR CALUBRATION REFLFCTORS

Reflector Type ______________

Tiedral 29013 29013
Dihoral 350 ±3 347±3

GrklddthIdrat 115±4 112±4 113±4 10714

TABLE 5. AVERAGE PHASE DIFFERENCE (deg) PER FREQUENCY STEP FOR
CALIBRATION REFLECTORS

Reftecor Type Aom Aok

Dihedrall (pairs) 12±1 12±1

DtWedrW (one pair) 14±4 14±3

Trihedrl ( pairs) 223 ±2 223 2

Trihedral (one pair) 223±4 223±4

Gridded trihodral (afl pairs) 130±2 130t3 130±3 130±2

Gridded tihedral (one pair) 129±5 130±6 130±5 132±6

TABLE 6. AVERAGE RCS (dBsm) FOR A SOVIET BMP OVER 0 TO 360 DEG
AZIMUTH ANGLES AND FOR VARIOUS RADAR DEPRESSION ANGLES

Type Average Dep. Angle cim ,.u

3endwwlth 30 8.0t02 7.2± 0.8 7.2±0.8 8.1 ±02

45 7.9± 0.2 7.4 ±0.8 7.5±0.8 7.9±0.1

60 7.8±0.1 7.6±10.6 7.7±0.6 7.8±0.2

Singe Freq. 45 8.0±5.9 6.9±15.9 7.0±6.0 8.1 ±5.9
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DISCUSSION

0. Neinlnger, GE
Iluminading a target like a tank at approximately 200 meters there will exist probably more

than ou• scatterer within the ctetecront area. ;oes this not confuse the monopulse corparator?

Authors Reply
If one does a high range resolution image, with range resolution of 23 meters, the

monopulse channels can give angle information versus range, thereby separating some of the
scatterer If there are two scatterers at one range the monopulse channel will give the composite
scattering center. However, by doing the ISAR processing, this ambiguity can be resolved.

B. Schweicher, BE
CGHO? You me.'nned a 45 W peak power. What kind of solid-state transmitter did you use at 9

Auther's Reply i
The transmitter uses injection locked impact oscillators. The final stage has a 40-diodi

power combiner to get the 45 watts and the 640 MHz bandwidth.

U. Lammers, US
What kinds of phase excursions did you get due to tower sway, and at what rate did you

have to compensate for them?

Author's Reply
For moderate wind conditions less that 10 mph, phase variations due to tower motion were

about ± 15- 200. This consisted of a slow variation < 1 Hz and a 5 Hz resonance. I have not
looked at this in detail, but we have compensated for this when calibrating the data. The
compensation is done ramp by ramp where a ramp of 64 pulses at each polarization stepping
frequency 10 MHz per pulse sequences 12.8 ms. The total sample rate is 40 Hz.
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